


[1] See http://www.debtwire.com/info/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/PARAGON-WEBINAR-
18-FEB-16-PREPARED-REMARKS.pdf





[1] Todd Strickler’s testimony, Court Doc #716 
(http://www.kccllc.net/paragon/document/1610386160912000000000001) , page 5: “Prior 
to the Spin-off, Noble considered marketing and selling off what are now many of Paragon’s 
assets and made significant progress on one such transaction in late 2011 and early 2012. 
That potential asset sale fell through in early 2012, however, and the Spin-off process 
subsequently began.

[2]  See http://seekingalpha.com/article/933281-noble-management-discusses-q3-2012-
results-earnings-call-transcript?part=single

[3] See 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1458891/000119312513376545/d602257dex991.
htm
Noble announces intention to spin off “standard spec” business through IPO. “In 
connection with the Separation, Noble-Swiss expects to repay certain outstanding 
indebtedness with payments received from Newco. Newco is expected to fund such 
payments to Noble-Swiss with proceeds from borrowings and, if Noble-Swiss proceeds with 
the initial public offering of Newco shares, its initial public offering.” 





Excellent descriptions of the different types of Offshore Rigs are available at:  
http://www.scmdaleel.com/category/offshore-rigs/88



Generation definitions are available at:  http://www.drillingformulas.com/definitions-of-
various-offshore-drilling-rig-types-and-generations/

Note: the industry has confusion over labeling 6th and 7th generations:  
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/20141120152658-190135052-what-defines-the-next-
generation-of-drilling-rig





Drillships operate in deep water and require significant subsea expertise.  The average age 
of spun off drillship was 35 years!

Most drillships spun off to Paragon were on Petrobras contracts and received extreme 
impairment charges.

[1]  The DPDS4 was scrapped soon after spinoff, see 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000159459015000038/a2014q4-
exhibit991.htm



[1]  This FPSO vessel had a troubled contract history.  It was acquired by Noble from 
Frontier Drilling, which had a Petrobras contract which ended on October 31, 2009.  (See 
Noble July 21, 2010 8-K).

From the Noble 2010 10-K Annual Report, this was the last contract work for the FPSO:
In June 2010, a subsidiary of Frontier entered into a charter contract with a subsidiary of 
BP, plc (“BP”) for the FPSO, Seillean, with a term of a minimum of 100 days in connection 
with BP’s oil spill relief efforts in the U.S. Gulf of Mexico. The unit went on hire on July 23, 
2010. In October 2010, after the Macondo well was sealed, BP initiated an arbitration 
proceeding against us claiming the contract was void ab initio, or never existed, due to a 
fundamental breach and demanded that we reimburse the amounts already paid to us 
under the charter. 

The FPSO could not find work after the brief employment in 2010.

[2]  https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000159459015000038/a2014q4-
exhibit991.htm



[1]  The MSS3 was scrapped in Feb 2015, soon after spinoff, see:  
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000159459015000038/a2014q4-
exhibit991.htm



For details on the transferred jackup rigs, see http://seekingalpha.com/article/2318685-
noble-corp-complete-fleet-analysis-after-paragon-offshore-spin-off-and-commentary .  
9 Pemex rigs were actively working in Mexico, and 1 Pemex rig (Noble Gene Rosser) was 
inactive.  The Pemex contracts allowed cancellation within 30 days at Pemex’s discretion.



http://www.offshoreenergytoday.com/saudi-aramco-extends-two-rig-contracts-with-noble-
corp/



[1] http://investor.deepwater.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=113031&p=irol-
newsArticle&ID=1763442

[2]  Todd Strickler’s testimony, Court Doc #716 
(http://www.kccllc.net/paragon/document/1610386160912000000000001) , page 5:  “Prior 
to the Spin-off, Noble considered marketing and selling off what are now many of Paragon’s 
assets and made significant progress on one such transaction in late 2011 and early 2012. 
That potential asset sale fell through in early 2012, however, and the Spin-off process 
subsequently began” 

[3] Todd Strickler’s testimony, Court Doc #716 
(http://www.kccllc.net/paragon/document/1610386160912000000000001) , page 6, 
section “Reason for the Spinoff”: “In comparison to Paragon’s standard 
specification drilling business, Noble’s high specification drilling business requires 
different expertise and specialists, including, for example, significant sub-sea 
expertise.” However - the deep water floaters requires significant sub-sea 
expertise as well! And in terms of asset value, Paragon was a deep water 
company.



For the quarter ending September 30, 2014, one month after IPO, Paragon 
takes a $929 million, or $10.53 per diluted share, non-cash impairment 
charge related to Paragon’s three drillships in Brazil and its cold-stacked 
FPSO in the U.S. Gulf of Mexico. “We concluded that the current values of 
our drillships in Brazil and our FPSO are higher than the current market 
values for similar units.”

Q4 2014 results include a $130.5 million, or $1.47 per diluted share, non-
cash impairment charge related to Paragon’s four cold-stacked units, the 
Paragon MSS3, Paragon DPDS4, Paragon FPSO1, and Paragon B153 each 
of which the company has decided to scrap.

[3]  
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000159459015000158/a2
015q3-exhibit991.htm



[1]  For a general overview of the conditions in Brazil before spinoff, see:  
http://gcaptain.com/offshore-drilling-profitable-petrobras/
Diamond Offshore Drilling Inc. Senior Vice President Gary Krenek said on an Oct. 18, 2012 
conference call that the Houston-based drilling contractor will save $40,000 a day in 
operating costs by moving a rig out of Brazil.

[2]  See the Brazil TRANSITION SERVICES AGREEMENT:   
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000119312514293927/d769173dex104.
htm



The entire conference call transcript is available at:  http://seekingalpha.com/article/933281-
noble-management-discusses-q3-2012-results-earnings-call-transcript?part=single



[1] See page 29 of the Noble Q4 2011 SEC filing:  
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1169055/000095012311094398/c22221e10vq.ht
m



From the Noble 10-K annual reports:

Backlog and Revenue associated with Petrobras:
2010 percentage of total backlog:  26%, percentage of total annual revenue:  19%
2011: 20% and 18%
2012: 14% and 14%
2013: 9% and 12%



[1]  See http://s2.q4cdn.com/676528692/files/doc_presentations/Barclays-CEO-Energy-
Power-Conference-8-28-FINAL.pdf

Additionally Pemex accounted for 14% of backlog, and Pemex contracts allowed for 
cancellation for any reason with 30 days notice.



[1] 
See the http://seekingalpha.com/article/1683132-nobles-ceo-hosts-analyst-dinner-and-
presentation-with-management-conference-transcript?part=single



[1]  See page 6 of Todd Strickler’s testimony:  
http://www.kccllc.net/paragon/document/1610386160912000000000001







[1] See 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1458891/000119312513376545/d602257dex991.
htm

[2] The IPO filing at 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000119312513481086/d635036ds1.htm
#fin635036_16 indicates that 19.7% of shares would be sold.  Selling 19.7% of shares of 
equity that Noble valued at $2B on the balance sheet =  $2B x 19.7% = $395M in tax free 
cash for Noble. See the Amended S/1  ( 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000119312514089393/d635036ds1a.ht
m#fin635036_2 )  filed on March 7, 2014 for the balance sheet equity value of $2B.

[3] See slide 9 of Noble’s Credit Suisse Energy Summit presentation: 
http://phx.corporate-
ir.net/External.File?item=UGFyZW50SUQ9NTMyNDQxfENoaWxkSUQ9MjE5ODkzfFR5cG
U9MQ==&t=1

[4]  See slide 12 of Noble’s Howard Weil Energy Conference presentation:  
http://phx.corporate-
ir.net/External.File?item=UGFyZW50SUQ9NTM3NDEwfENoaWxkSUQ9MjI2MjU5fFR5cG
U9MQ==&t=1

[5]  See 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1458891/000119312514169903/d720359dex991.



htm



[1]  The balance sheet equity value that Noble advertised before spinoff was 
$2,005,333,000.
See the Amended S/1  ( 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000119312514089393/d635036ds1a.ht
m#fin635036_2 )  filed on March 7, 2014.
Paragon equity investors in the August 2014 timeframe made their investing decisions 
based upon the Amended S/1.
The Q2 2014 balance sheet with reduced equity value of $1.23B was only available later on 
August 29, 2014.

[2]  The number of shares outstanding at the time of spinoff was 84,753,393, and the 
balance sheet equity value was $2,005,333,000.   Therefore, Noble’s assigned per-share 
value for the Paragon spinoff was $2,005,333,000 / 84,753,393 = $23.66 per share.    
According to Bloomberg, the PGN shares started trading on July 21, 2014 and opened at 
$17.04 per share, and quickly fell to $12.17 at the end of the day.   By the time the spinoff 
was completed on August 4, 2014, the stock was trading at $10.71 per share.  Clearly, the 
market did not agree with Noble’s valuation of Paragon Offshore.

The number of shares outstanding at spinoff = 84,753,393 was reported on the Paragon 
2014 Q2 SEC report:  
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000119312514326877/d776671d10q.ht
m

[3]  The Aug 4, 2014 closing price of $10.7111 X 84,753,393 shares = $907.8M for equity 



value.   This is a difference of $1,096M  ($2.0B - $907.8M) in equity value between the 
market’s valuation, and Noble’s claimed equity value.

[4] 
Regarding strength of overvaluation claims, some courts have expressed a preference for 
relying on the public market if SpinCo becomes a publicly traded company upon completion 
of the spin transaction.  The public market value of SpinCo will be most relevant for the 
“reasonably equivalent value” analysis when SpinCo consists entirely of the transferred 
assets. Said differently, the public market test will serve as a better proxy for “reasonably 
equivalent value” when SpinCo is an empty shell prior to the spin-off transaction. 

From the Latham and Watkins whitepaper on fraudulent spinoffs:  
https://www.lw.com/thoughtLeadership/LW-Backspin-Challenging-Spin-Offs-as-Fraudulent-
Transfers
In the public SpinCo context, the strongest endorsement for the market price approach to 
valuation is the Third Circuit’s decision in In re VFB v. Campbell Soup.  The court noted that 
“absent some reason to distrust it, the market price is ‘a more reliable measure of the stock’s 
value than the subjective estimates of one or two expert witnesses.  



[1]
See SEC filing 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1458891/000119312514089399/d673519dprem1
4a.htm and go to page "B-3" in the "Unaudited pro forma combined balance sheet“.

$2,961,825 is a 45% reduction from the original asset value of $5,383,130.  

The historical impairment charges revealed that floaters comprised of at least 60% of 
spinoff asset value, and floaters tend to have a maximum lifespan of 30 to 40 years, and 
are shorter lived than jackup rigs.

On page 59 of the SEC filing, some of the equipment had upgrades:  "The Company has 
actively invested in Paragon Offshore’s assets through a disciplined capital expenditure 
program, spending a total of approximately $1.8 billion since January 1, 2010 to refurbish, 
upgrade and extend the lives of theses rigs." and likely this $1.8 billion figure was included 
in the "Property and equipment, at cost" figure.

However, to try to reverse-engineer the depreciation schedule Noble use, and to be very 
conservative, exclude the $1.8 billion upgrade charge from the at cost figure to figure their 
depreciation schedule: $5,383,130 - $1,800,000 = $3,583,130 is the "at cost" figure without 
upgrade, so the accumulated depreciation of $2,421,305 / $3,583,130 = 67% depreciated, 
and 35 years (average spun off rig age) divided by 67% equals a 52 year depreciation 
schedule for the floaters and jackups, which is very unreasonable given the typical average 
rig retirement age. 



Page 63 and 64 of the Amended S/1 filing talks about the depreciation schedule:
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000119312514089393/d635036ds1a.htm

Drilling equipment and facilities are depreciated using the straight-line method over their 
estimated useful lives as of the date placed in service or date of major refurbishment. 
Estimated useful lives of our drilling equipment range from three to thirty years.

This small depreciation number in the pro forma inflated the net property and equipment 
figure, which helped Paragon transfer more debt to the spinoff.

Given the average life expectancy of floaters and jackups, the relatively depreciation 
amounts on the SEC pro forma is very questionable.   
PwC appears to be justified in writing down the asset values of the 4 drillships by $929M for 
Sept 30 accounting.



[1]  See 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000119312514406535/d819132dex991.
htm



[1]  See the following for oil market conditions around October 29, 2014:  
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2014-10-29/why-oil-prices-went-down-so-far-so-
fast



[1]  See the Amended S/1  ( 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000119312514089393/d635036ds1a.ht
m#fin635036_2 )  filed on March 7, 2014.
Investors in the August 2014 timeframe made their financial decisions based upon the 
Amended S/1.  
The Q2 2014 balance sheet with reduced equity value was only available later on August 
29, 2014.

[2]  See Paragon Q2 2014 10-Q report:  
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000119312514326877/d776671d10q.ht
m#tx776671_7

[3]  See Paragon Q3 2014 10-Q report:  
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000156459014005619/pgn-
10q_20140930.htm#N_Balance_Sheets



Owner’s Equity = Assets - Liabilities.   The market mostly likely did not assume that 
liabilities were greater than advertised given the lack of disclosure, but that asset values 
were less than advertised.

[1]   See Latham & Watkins whitepaper on challenging spinoffs as fraudulent transfers: 
https://www.lw.com/thoughtLeadership/LW-Backspin-Challenging-Spin-Offs-as-Fraudulent-
Transfers



[1]  Todd Strickler’s testimony, Court Doc #716 
(http://www.kccllc.net/paragon/document/1610386160912000000000001) , page 5:  “Prior 
to the Spin-off, Noble considered marketing and selling off what are now many of Paragon’s 
assets and made significant progress on one such transaction in late 2011 and early 2012. 
That potential asset sale fell through in early 2012, however, and the Spin-off process 
subsequently began”



See 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000119312514275181/d761533d8k.htm
for details on the term loan and unsecured notes.

For the $800M revolving loan, see Page 11 of 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000119312514326877/d776671d10q.ht
m
On June 17, 2014, we entered into a senior secured revolving credit agreement with 
lenders that provided commitments in the amount of $800 million (the “Revolving Credit 
Facility”). Subject to the satisfaction of certain conditions, we may obtain up to $800 million 
of letters of credit and up to $80 million of swingline loans under the Revolving Credit 
Facility. The Revolving Credit Facility has a term of five years after the funding date. 
Borrowings under the Revolving Credit Facility bear interest, at our option, at either (i) an 
adjusted LIBOR, plus a margin ranging between 1.50% to 2.50%, depending on our 
leverage ratio, or (ii) the Base Rate, which is calculated as the greatest of (1) a fluctuating 
rate of interest publicly announced by JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., as its “prime rate,” (2) 
the U.S. federal funds effective rate plus 0.50% and (3) the one month LIBOR Rate plus 
1.00%, plus a margin ranging between 0.50% to 1.50%, depending on our leverage ratio. 
Issuance of Letters of Credit reduces availability to borrow under the Revolving Credit 
Facility.



[1]  Todd Strickler’s testimony, Court Doc #716 
(http://www.kccllc.net/paragon/document/1610386160912000000000001) , page 5:  “Prior 
to the Spin-off, Noble considered marketing and selling off what are now many of Paragon’s 
assets and made significant progress on one such transaction in late 2011 and early 2012. 
That potential asset sale fell through in early 2012, however, and the Spin-off process 
subsequently began”



See SEC filing 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1458891/000119312514089399/d673519dprem1
4a.htm and go to page "B-3" in the "Unaudited pro forma combined balance sheet“ for the 
long term debt transfer.



[1] See the Paragon Amended S/1 
filing: https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000119312514089393/d635036d
s1a.htm#toc635036_15
James MacLennan was the only board member for several months before the spinoff.
Notice that Noble intended to their executives David Williams, Julie J. Robertson, James A. 
MacLennan and William E. Turcotte as the majority of board members for the spinoff. The 
parent company retaining control of assets after spinoff is a badge of fraud that was used in 
the Tronox case.
Also see the original S/1 filing with the IRS:  
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000119312513481086/d635036ds1.htm
#fin635036_2 ,  Page II-3, where James MacLennan signed as “Principal Executive Officer, 
Principal Financial Officer, Principal Accounting Officer and Director” for Paragon Offshore.

[2]  See case #16-10386-CSS, Doc #438, Filed 06/07/16, “Objection of the secured term 
loan agent”.   On page 191 of 196 of the docket document, or page 143/144, James 
MacLennan was the signer of the Paragon term loan agreement.

[3] In fact, when the Noble CFO abruptly departed Noble on Feb 29, 2016, two weeks after 
Paragon entered Chapter 11, the Noble CEO David Williams said: "James has helped 
Noble position itself so that it can navigate the challenges facing the industry, and we wish 
him the best of luck in his future endeavors."

[4] See the Amended S/1 balance sheet: 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000119312514089393/d635036ds1a.ht



m#fin635036_2
By June 30, 2014, the debt climbed to $2.27B, see: 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000119312514326877/d776671d10q.htm
#tx776671_7 . 
It is uncertain whether Noble intended to spinoff more debt than the $1.73B in debt at the 
time of the August spinoff, perhaps Noble could only find $1.73B from debt investors for the 
spinoff during the summer of 2014.



[1] See Page 2, section “Statute of Limitations” https://www.lw.com/thoughtLeadership/LW-
Backspin-Challenging-Spin-Offs-as-Fraudulent-Transfers
This L&W article mentions the Noble spinoff of Paragon Offshore on Page 1.

[2] See Section "What constitutes insolvency under the Bankruptcy Code?“ 
https://business-finance-restructuring.weil.com/valuation/the-statutory-definition-of-
insolvent-part-one/

[3] Above Weil article, section "How does the balance sheet test work?“
Notably, the Bankruptcy Code never defines the qualifiers “fair valuation” or “fair value,” 
leaving it to the bankruptcy courts to determine on a case by case basis the proper 
methodology or market benchmark by which a debtor should be valued.



[1]
Page 7 of Todd Strickler’s testimony:  
http://www.kccllc.net/paragon/document/1610386160912000000000001
Paragon had estimated potential Mexican tax assessments totaling approximately $266 
million on income and value added taxes for the period between 2005 and 2010, 
attributable to Paragon pursuant to the TSA.



[1]  See page 4 of the Amended S/1 for the pie chart:  
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000119312514089393/d635036ds1a.ht
m
The revenue and backlog was from the year 2013, before the spinoff.

For the backlog near the time of spinoff, see Page 22 in the Paragon Q2 2014 report:  
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000119312514326877/d776671d10q.ht
m
Jackups still had a larger backlog than the floaters. 



[1] See http://www.offshore-technology.com/news/newstransocean-to-spin-off-eight-
offshore-rigs-to-create-new-company-4259397 for the May 2014 Transocean floater spinoff 
announcement. 
Later in the fall of 2014, the spinoff failed due to lack of interest in the older 
floaters: http://seekingalpha.com/article/2668415-will-caledonia-offshore-help-transoceans-
stock-price



See slide 19 of 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000119312514435445/d834172dex991.
htm 
The data in the graphs start on August 1, 2013, one year before spinoff, and end around 
the October 2014 timeframe.



[1] Todd Strickler’s testimony, Court Doc #716 
(http://www.kccllc.net/paragon/document/1610386160912000000000001) , page 5: “Prior 
to the Spin-off, Noble considered marketing and selling off what are now many of Paragon’s 
assets and made significant progress on one such transaction in late 2011 and early 2012. 
That potential asset sale fell through in early 2012, however, and the Spin-off process 
subsequently began.” 





[1]  For the liabilities transfer from Noble to Paragon, reference the Master Separation 
Agreement:  
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000119312514293927/d769173dex21.ht
m
On page 11, "Paragon Liabilities" include "the operation of the Paragon Business, as 
conducted at any time prior to, on or after the Distribution Date;"  where "Paragon 
Business" includes "construction, shipyard, engineering or similar activities (including, 
without limitation, activities involving or relating to any repair, survey, inspection, upgrade, 
or modification of a rig or platform) relating to the Paragon Rigs".



[1]  See slide 9 of the Credit Suisse Conference Presentation: http://phx.corporate-
ir.net/External.File?item=UGFyZW50SUQ9NTMyNDQxfENoaWxkSUQ9MjE5ODkzfFR5cG
U9MQ==&t=1

[2]  See http://riotimesonline.com/brazil-news/rio-politics/brazil-arrests-24-in-money-
laundering-operation/

[3]  See slide 12 of the Weil Conference Presentation:  http://phx.corporate-
ir.net/External.File?item=UGFyZW50SUQ9NTM3NDEwfENoaWxkSUQ9MjI2MjU5fFR5cG
U9MQ==&t=1

[4]  See 
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&sl=pt&u=http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2
014/04/1439147-pf-cumpre-21-mandados-de-prisao-na-2-fase-da-operacao-lava-
jato.shtml&prev=search

[5]  See 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1458891/000119312514169903/d720359dex991.
htm



[1]  Reference the impairment charges which revealed the underlying asset value for 
Paragon rigs.

[2]  See https://fd.nl/binaries/32/75/39/lees-smb-board-meeting-pdf.pdf
Suffice to say if there are FCPA or OECD related breaches here, yes we are in breach 
under the contracts, two of our Petrobras contracts made reference to FCPA and two of our 
most recent pilots, Pilots 3 and 4, all of the Chevron and Exxon contracts make specific 
reference to breaches. We, of course, have to notify clients, it is a terminable offence, and 
it’s up to the clients, of course. And likewise, yes, with Noble as well.   So we are technically 
in breach, if we are making a list of problems, and in breach again by not informing each of 
our clients. 

[3] For the Ensco DS-5 contract cancellation See Page 21 of 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/314808/000031480815000186/esv-
6302015x10q.htm
While conducting our most recent compliance review, we became aware of an internal audit 
report prepared by Petrobras, after media reports surfaced regarding its contents. The audit 
report alleges irregularities in relation to DS-5 - specifically, that Petrobras overpaid under 
the DS-5 drilling contract, purportedly because the terms of the DS-5 contract were more 
favorable to Pride than the terms that Petrobras had negotiated with other offshore drilling 
contractors during that time. We believe this allegation by Petrobras is inaccurate, as 
publicly available data show that the DS-5 contract terms were comparable to other 
contracts signed by Petrobras in late 2007 and early 2008. We have provided this 
information to Petrobras as relevant to their internal audit report. Petrobras submitted its 



internal audit report to Brazilian governmental authorities, who have subsequently requested 
a copy of the DS-5 drilling contract from Petrobras.

[4]  
http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/noble-corporation-adds-40-billion-in-prospective-
revenue-backlog-from-five-deepwater-rigs-in-brazil-57331277.html
David Williams, CEO of Noble:  “These upgrades, which are designed to enhance the 
reliability and operational performance of the rigs, are estimated to cost approximately $175 
million per ship and will take each rig out of service for about 150 days. We are  also pleased 
that Petrobras saw the value in our upgrade plans and decided to support the program by 
paying $90,000 per day for up to 150 days for each rig's scheduled shipyard stay."



[1]  See http://www.kepcorp.com/en/news_item.aspx?sid=2180

[2]  See 
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&sl=pt&u=http://veja.abril.com.br/economia/em
presa-asiatica-keppel-fels-diz-que-vai-rever-contrato-com-operador-do-
petrolao/&prev=search
"Keppel Fels, investigated for paying kickbacks in contracts with Petrobras in the new 
phase of Operation Lava Jato, is reviewing its contract with Zwi Skornicki, the company's 
commercial representative in Brazil since the 1990s through Eagle of Brazil. According to 
the document of the awarding agreement of Pedro Barusco, former executive manager of 
Petrobras and former director of Sete Brasil, Skornicki would have provided almost 40 
million dollars to supply Petrobras 'directors' accounts and PT's cashier between 2003 and 
2013."



See the following link for more details of the differences between the US FCPA versus the 
UK Bribery Act:
http://www.acc.com/legalresources/quickcounsel/UKBAFCPA.cfm

[1]  https://www.paulweiss.com/media/110677/ukbriberyactr10withcover.pdf
Page 6:
Companies or partnerships registered in the U.K. should take note of the extra-territorial 
reach of the Bribery Act. 

A company or partnership can commit the corporate offense of failure to prevent bribery if 
an “associated person” bribes another person anywhere in the world to obtain or retain 
business or a business advantage for that company or partnership. 

A foreign subsidiary of a U.K. company or partnership (or any other “associated person” 
providing services for or on behalf of the company/partnership) can cause the U.K. parent 
to become liable for a corporate offense when the subsidiary (or other “associated person”) 
commits an “active” general or FPO offense in the context of performing services for the 
U.K. parent. 

If the foreign subsidiary (or other “associated person”) were acting entirely independently, 
arguably, it would not cause the U.K. parent to be liable for failure to prevent bribery as it 
would not then be performing services for the U.K. parent. However, that is a fine distinction 
that should not be relied upon given: the number of contrary arguments that can be made 
(e.g., any act that benefits a subsidiary must benefit a parent); the untested status of the 



argument; and because the U.K. parent might still be liable for the actions of its subsidiaries 
in other ways such as false accounting offenses or under the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002. 

[2]
http://plus55.com/brazil-business/news/2017/01/rolls-royce-corruption-brazil-809m-fine



See the Noble Settlement details:  
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000159459016000221/noblesettlementa
greement.htm



[1]  See 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000119312514089393/d635036ds1a.ht
m

An English barrister reviewed the Paragon Offshore articles of association and noted the 
following:

“It should also be noted that Paragon’s articles impose a quorum requirement of at least 
two thirds of the shares entitled to vote (either in person or by proxy) in the context of a 
resolution to remove a serving member of the board, and that any meeting requisitioned at 
the request of members shall be dissolved (rather than adjourned) in the event that the 
required quorum is not achieved.  This is a highly unusual provision.”



[1]  See 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000114036116052794/form8k.htm

[2]  See  https://management-change.com/noble-cfo-james-maclennan-resigns-abruptly-
the-best-of-luck-2/3428

[3]  See https://www.offshoreenergytoday.com/noble-cfo-calls-it-quits/



[1] See slide 41 of http://media.straffordpub.com/products/tronox-v-kerr-mcgee-game-
changing-ruling-on-fraudulent-transfer-and-spin-offs-to-shed-legacy-liabilities-2014-02-
12/presentation.pdf

[2] Before the spinoff, Noble intended to have executives David Williams, Julie J. 
Robertson, James A. MacLennan and William E. Turcotte as the majority of board 
members for the spinoff, and therefore intended to retain control of the property 
transferred. See the Paragon Amended S/1 
filing: https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000119312514089393/d635036d
s1a.htm#toc635036_15
Later, only Julie J. Robertson stayed on the Paragon board until September 2015.   
However, Noble ensured that their selected Board of Director members and management 
stayed in place by putting in highly unusual provisions in the Paragon Offshore Articles of 
Association designed to prevent shareholders from being able to change their chosen 
Board of Directors.

[3] The $266M obligations for the Mexico tax liabilities for 2005 to 2010 was not disclosed 
to Paragon investors and creditors before the spinoff.

[4] Per the research in this presentation, the consideration paid (around $2B+ in debt and 
liabilities) exceeded the market value of the assets ($1.88B). In other words, immediately 
after spinoff, Paragon could not have sold the assets on the open market and covered their 
debt and liabilities obligations.



[1]  Full details of the current Noble settlement are available at:   
http://www.kccllc.net/paragon/document/1610386160912000000000001
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000159459016000221/noblesettlementa
greement.htm

[2]  See the Term Lenders feedback, Case 16-10386-CSS Doc 438 Filed 06/07/16
Point #72:
The Disclosure Statement asserts that “although certain members of the Debtors’ current 
management were formerly affiliated with Noble, the Debtors’ current management is not 
affiliated with Noble and does not receive any benefit from the releases provided pursuant 
to the Noble Settlement Agreement.” Disclosure Statement at 29. This statement is 
unequivocally false and is clearly misleading and directly contrary to the terms of the Noble 
Settlement Agreement. The beneficiaries of the Debtors’ release in the Noble Settlement 
Agreement include former directors and officers of Noble, including individuals who are 
members of the Debtors’ current management. The Noble Settlement Agreement even 
broadens that release to encompass actions by Paragon directors during their time at 
Paragon: “Without limiting the foregoing, the Release shall include any Noble Releasee that 
acted as a director of Paragon in such Noble Releasee’s capacity as a director of Paragon.” 
Noble Settlement Agreement § 2.1(a)
(Plan Supplement, Exhibit D - which was redacted).  

Point #76:
The Debtors made a misleading and patently false statement about the Debtors’ 
management team not being benefited by the release in the Noble Settlement Agreement, 



even though members of the management team will in fact be beneficiaries of the release. 
This too raises doubts about the Debtors’ good faith in connection with the Plan (as well as 
the propriety of the Debtors’ solicitation of votes).  



[1] See pages 4 to 5:  http://www.debtwire.com/info/wp-
content/uploads/2016/02/PARAGON-WEBINAR-18-FEB-16-PREPARED-REMARKS.pdf



In the Noble 2016 10-K annual reprot, see Page 14 of 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1458891/000162828017001689/nefy201610-
k.htm




